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Abstract

For most sample types, the automation of RNA and DNA sample preparation workflows

enables high throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) library preparation. Greater

adoption of small RNA (sRNA) sequencing has been hindered by high sample input require-

ments and inherent ligation side products formed during library preparation. These side

products, known as adapter dimer, are very similar in size to the tagged library. Most sRNA

library preparation strategies thus employ a gel purification step to isolate tagged library

from adapter dimer contaminants. At very low sample inputs, adapter dimer side products

dominate the reaction and limit the sensitivity of this technique. Here we address the need

for improved specificity of sRNA library preparation workflows with a novel library prepara-

tion approach that uses modified adapters to suppress adapter dimer formation. This work-

flow allows for lower sample inputs and elimination of the gel purification step, which in turn

allows for an automatable sRNA library preparation protocol.

Introduction

NGS is a powerful tool that yields vast amounts of sequence data and allows the analysis of

many samples in parallel. Correlation with genetic databases allows identification of novel bio-

markers for better diagnosis and more personalized treatment. Next-generation sequencing

can be used to examine DNA or RNA for whole genome or transcriptome analysis, respec-

tively. In addition, various techniques such as Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP),

Cross-linking Immunoprecipitation (ClIP), and RNA Immunoprecipitation Sequencing

(RIP-Seq) isolate protein/nucleic acid complexes and sequencing of the partitioned nucleic

acids allows cataloging of molecular interactions. Transcriptome analysis can be further

divided into long coding RNA (messenger RNA or mRNA), long non-coding RNA (lncRNA),

or small RNA (sRNA). sRNA are < 500 nucleotides (nt) and consist of a variety of sRNA
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species including piwi interacting RNA (piRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), Y RNA,

transfer RNA (tRNA), and mircroRNA (miRNA) [1–3]. miRNA are a well-studied class of 19–

23 nt sRNAs which play a major role in gene regulation. With the discovery of circulating

nucleic acids in blood samples, miRNA expression analysis in plasma or exosomes are becom-

ing increasingly important for biomarker discovery in the diagnostics field [4]. While blood

samples are less invasive to the patient than tissue biopsies, they contain very low levels of cir-

culating RNA and are thus difficult to analyze. Therefore a highly sensitive method for sRNA

analysis is crucial.

Long RNA-Seq and DNA-Seq library preparation techniques have matured quickly and

allow PCR free library preparation with low sample inputs and automated protocols. Inherent

obstacles for small RNA-Seq (sRNA-Seq) library preparation have thus far limited sequencing

of lower RNA inputs and have prevented sRNA-Seq automation. In a traditional sRNA library

preparation, oligonucleotides called adapters are ligated onto both the 5΄ and 3΄ ends of the
small RNA targets (library) to form a tagged library pool (Fig 1A). These adapters provide a uni-
versal sequence used for downstream amplification of tagged libraries. The first ligation step
requires a pre-adenylated 3΄ adapter and an RNA ligase lacking the ATP binding domain, which
is specific for ligation between the adenylate to the 3΄ hydroxyl of an RNA or library insert. This
feature of the RNA ligase prevents RNA library inserts from circularizing and self-ligating dur-
ing this step. Additionally, the 3΄ adapter is blocked on its 3΄ end to prevent self-concatemeriza-
tion. The second ligation step uses an RNA 5΄ adapter and an ATP dependent RNA ligase. The
5΄ adapter is not phosphorylated on the 5΄ end which prevents self-concatemerization,but during
this second ligation step an unwanted side reaction of adapter dimer formation can occur when
the 5΄ adapter ligates directly to any excess 3΄ adapter that has not already ligated to an RNA
insert (Fig 1A). Since sRNA insert sizes are very short (~22 nt), the tagged library product is
very similar in size to the undesired adapter dimer side product, a difference of approximately
20 nucleotides. This size similaritymakes these two PCR products difficult to separate during
purification so, a gel extraction step is required to isolate the tagged library away from adapter
dimer. Furthermore, because the adapter dimer is smaller than the tagged library, its preferential
amplification tends to dominate the downstream PCR reaction [5]. This problem is exacerbated
at lower RNA inputs, where there is a very limited amount of library to tag but still substantial
adapter dimer present. Using current commercially available kits at low inputs, tagged library
becomes minimized (S1A Fig) while adapter dimer consumes the majority of the sequencing
reads (S1B Fig).

Several methods have been developed to curtail adapter dimer formation. One method

requires early inclusion of the reverse transcription (RT) primer, which is complementary to

the 3΄ adapter. Directly after the first ligation step, the RT primer is added to create a double
stranded product which cannot be ligated by T4 RNA Ligase 1 to the 5΄ adapter [6]. Other meth-
ods employ multiple purification steps to size select away excess adapters from the reaction to
isolate desired products during the workflow [7]. An alternative strategy uses a non-ligation
approach that entails 3΄A-tailing of the library and a 5΄ template switchingmechanism to pre-
pare library ends for downstreamRTand PCR. Elimination of the ligation steps precludes the
formation of adapter dimer [3].

Gel purification is a common and often necessary size selection procedure as a final step in

library preparation. However, even with a laborious gel purification step that can substantially

reduce the amount of adapter dimer, its presence is not completely eliminated. Minimal

amounts of adapter dimer contamination will be loaded onto the flow cell along with the

tagged library and again preferentially amplify to form clusters and take up valuable sequenc-

ing reads that could otherwise be occupied by tagged library. Reproducibility of gel extractions

can vary tremendously in percent recovery of sample and success largely depends on the
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technician performing the procedure. Furthermore, with low product recovery it is possible to

lose RNA sequences that have low expression levels, leading to false negative data. Gel purifica-

tion significantly limits the ability to automate library preparation for sRNA thus limiting high

throughput experiments. The two most common commercially available kits, TruSeq Small

RNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) and NEBNext Small RNA Library Prep Set (New

England Biolabs), recommend 100 ng total RNA input as the lowest sample amount achievable

[8]. Below 100 ng of total RNA input, it becomes challenging to produce high quality sequenc-

ing data, which hinders sequencing of low input samples such as plasma or urine.

We have developed a novel small RNA library preparation method which uses chemically

modified adapters to prevent adapter dimer formation by blocking ligation of the 5΄ and 3΄
adapters to one another, while allowing for efficient tagging of adapters onto the small RNA
library (Fig 1B). Chemical modifications can be introduced onto oligonucleotides to enhance
enzymatic reactions or to prevent specific reactions from occurring until desired. These chemical
modifications can be placed on the sugar, the base, or the inter-nucleotide phosphate linkages. In
the present study, we specifically investigate the ligation step of the library preparationwork-
flow since that is the source of adapter dimer formation.We screened 256 different combinations
of modifications to determine how they influenced ligase function. Our results show that certain
combinations of modifications completely inhibit ligation activity, while some enhance ligation

Fig 1. A comparison of small RNA library preparation workflows. A) The traditional approach with unmodified adapters

which results in tagged library and adapter dimer. B) The modified adapter approach which results in primarily tagged library.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g001
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efficiency, and yet others have a variable effect. The combination of one modification near the
ligation junction on the 3΄ adapter and a different modification on the 5΄ adapter proved to sup-
press adapter dimer formationwhile allowing for adapter tagging of the sRNA library to occur.
We also reasoned that when two chemical modificationswere in close proximity (as they would
be in the adapter dimer) they would prevent reverse transcriptase (RT) read-through during the
cDNA synthesis step. In contrast when the two chemical modificationswere separated by a
library insert (tagged library), they would permit RT read-through. Thus adapter dimer would be
limited at both the ligation and cDNA synthesis steps. With the suppression of adapter dimer, a
gel purification step is no longer required and can be replaced with a two-step automatable bead
based size selection, allowing for the sample to be directly loaded onto a sequencer. sRNA
library preparation using modified adapters extends the current limits of detection (100 ng) to
ultra-low inputs or single cell quantities (10 pg) of total RNA [5]. Here we demonstrate that ren-
dering adapter dimer formation negligible is the key to overcoming a major challenge for sRNA
library preparation.

Materials and Methods

Oligonucleotides

Modified adapter oligonucleotides and PCR primers were synthesized at TriLink BioTechnol-

ogies, LLC. All oligonucleotides were purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

P = 5΄ phosphate; ddC = 2΄,3΄-dideoxycytidine; rApp = adenylate;MP = methylphosphonate;
2΄OMe = 2΄-O-methyl.

LuoDon R FAM: 5΄ FAM-GTACCAGTCGCCTAGAATACT-3΄
Luo 3΄Adapter (51nt): 5΄ (P)AGTTGTCATAGTTTGATCCTCTAGTCTGGGAGTATTCTA

GGCGACTGGTAddC3΄
Original sequence taken from Luo et al. paper in bold. Primer binding site added to end

(underlined) [9]

Unmodified 3΄Adapter:5΄ (rApp)TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGG(ddC) 3΄
Unmodified 5΄Adapter: 5΄GUUCAGAGUUCUACAGUCCGACGAUC 3΄
CleanTag 3΄Adapter:5΄ (rApp)T(MP)GGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGG(ddC) 3΄
CleanTag 5΄Adapter:5΄GUUCAGAGUUCUACAGUCCGACGAU (C) 2΄OMe 3΄
Alternate 3΄Adapter Sequence: 5´rAppA(MP)GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT-NH2–3´
RT primer: 5΄GCCTTGGCACCCGAGAATTCCA 3΄
Forward primer: 5΄ AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACGTTCAGAGTTCTA

CAGTCCGA 3΄
Reverse primer: (barcode sequence underlined, interchangeable with Index 1–24) 5΄

CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGTGATGTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCACCCGA

GAATTCCA 3΄
Illumina compatible barcoded reverse PCR primers:

Index Primer set 1 for Illumina (Catalog #L-3204 TriLink BioTechnologies, LLC): Index 1:

CGTGAT, Index 2: ACATCG; Index 3: GCCTAA; Index 4: TGGTCA; Index 5: CACTGT; Index 6:

ATTGGC; Index 7: GATCTG; Index 8: TCAAGT; Index 9: CTGATC; Index 10: AAGCTA; Index

11: GTAGCC; Index 12: TACAAG.

Index Primer set 2 for Illumina (Catalog #L-3205 TriLink BioTechnologies, LLC): Index 13:

TTGACT; Index 14:GGAACT; Index 15:TGACAT; Index 16:GGACGG; Index 17:CTCTAC; Index

18:GCGGAC; Index 19:TTTCAC; Index 20:GGCCAC; Index 21:CGAAAC; Index 22:CGTACG;

Index 23:CCACTC; Index 24:GCTACC.

Let7d-3p (NNN): 5' P-NNNUACGACCUGCUGCCUUNNN 3'
Let7d-5p (NNN): 5' P-NNNGGUAGUAGGUUGCAUANNN 3΄
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Let-7d-3p RNA: 5' P-CUAUACGACCUGCUGCCUUUCU 3'
Let-7d-5p RNA: 5' P-AGAGGUAGUAGGUUGCAUAGUU 3΄

Ligation reactions

Initial ligation reactions were performed with higher concentrations of adapters (each ~ 1μM)

and synthetic RNA (1μM) for visualization purposes. Ligation conditions for each ligase are as

listed in library preparation section below unless otherwise indicated. 1X tris/borate/ethylene-

diaminetetraacetic acid (TBE)-Urea buffer (ThermoFisher) was added in equal volumes to

ligation reactions. Samples were heated for 2 minutes at 70˚C prior to loading onto a 10%

TBE-Urea Novex precast gel (ThermoFisher). Gel was run at 165 volts for approximately 25

minutes and then stained for 5 minutes with SYBR Gold (ThermoFisher). Gel densitometry

was performed using ImageJ to quantify product bands [10].

cDNA synthesis through modifications

Ligation: 1X T4 RNA Ligase buffer, 1 mM ATP, 10% DMSO, 20% PEG, 20 Units RNase Inhib-

itor, 20 Units of T4 RNA Ligase 1, 20 μM 3’ Adapter Luo, 20 μM 5’ Adapter, 10 μM Let-7d-3p

RNA, 20 μL total volume. Incubated at 22˚C for 2 hours. After ligation, EDTA was added to 10

mM final concentration followed by 20 μL of TBE-Urea. 30 μL of each sample was heated for 3

minutes at 72˚C prior to loading onto a 12% PAGE 7M Urea gel. Gel was run at 1200 volts for

approximately 2 hours or until the bromephenol blue ran to the bottom. Bands were cut out of

the gel and left in 0.3 M NH4OAc over night at room temperature. Samples were then ethanol

precipitated and prepared for cDNA synthesis. Sample concentrations were estimated based

on the gel image and approximate equal volumes of each RNA was used per respective reac-

tion. 1X First Strand cDNA synthesis buffer, 40 Units RNase Inhibitor, 1μM of LuoDon R

FAM, 0.5 mM dNTPs, 200 Units SuperScript II reverse transcriptase, 15 μL total volume. Sam-

ples were incubated at 50˚C for 50 minutes then 85˚C for 5 minutes and imaged. Gel densi-

tometry was performed using ImageJ to quantify product bands and all results were

normalized to unmodified adapter dimer.

Library preparation

CleanTag Small RNA Library Preparation Kit (Catalog #L-3206 TriLink BioTechnolo-

gies, LLC.). Ligation Step 1: 1X Buffer 1 (50 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane HCl

pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreital, ~20% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000) (TriLink

Biotechnologies), 0.5 μM CleanTag 3΄ Adapter (TriLink Biotechnologies, LLC.), 40 Units

murine RNase Inhibitor (New England Biolabs), 200 Units of T4 RNA Ligase 2 truncated

KQ (New England Biolabs), RNA input (1 μg), 10 μL total volume. Denature RNA at 70˚C

for 2 minutes before use. Incubate total reaction 1 hour at 28˚C then heat inactivate

enzyme for 20 minutes at 65˚C. Ligation Step 2: 3΄ tagged library from step 1, 1X Buffer 2

(50 mM Tris�HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM ATP) (TriLink BioTechnolo-

gies, LLC.), 2 μM CleanTag 5΄ Adapter (TriLink BioTechnologies, LLC.), 40 Units RNase

Inhibitor (New England Biolabs), 20 Units of T4 RNA Ligase 1 (New England Biolabs),

20 μL total volume. Heat 5΄ adapter for 2 minutes at 70˚C then combine with reaction.

Incubate 1 hour at 28˚C then heat inactivate for 20 minutes at 65˚C. Reverse Transcriptase

Step: 20 μL of tagged library from step 2, 1X Protoscript II reverse transcription buffer

(New England Biolabs), 8 mM DTT (New England Biolabs), 40 Units RNase Inhibitor

(New England Biolabs), 200 Units Protoscript II Reverse Transcriptase (New England Bio-

labs), 0.3 μM Reverse Transcription Primer (TriLink BioTechnologies, LLC.), 0.4 mM

deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) (TriLink BioTechnologies,LLC.), 36 μL total
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volume. Combine RT primer with tagged library and heat at 70˚C for 2 minutes, then add

remaining reagents to reaction. Incubate 1 hour at 50˚C. PCR Step: RT product, 1x High

Fidelity PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs), 0.5 μM Forward primer (TriLink Bio-

Technologies, LLC.), and 0.5 μM Reverse Index Primer (TriLink BioTechnologies, LLC.),

80 μL total volume. Denature at 98˚C for 30 seconds then cycle 12X [98˚C for 10 seconds,

60˚C for 30 seconds, 72˚C for 15 seconds] followed by final extension at 72˚C for 10 min-

utes. For RNA inputs below 1 μg the 3΄ and 5΄ adapter concentrations and PCR cycles were

adjusted depending on RNA input amount: 1000 ng total RNA (1X adapters; 12 PCR

cycles), 100 ng (1:2 dilution of adapters; 15 PCR cycles), 10 ng (1:4; 18), 1 ng (1:12; 21), 100

pg (1:14; 24), 10 pg (1:16; 27). These parameters were optimized for samples with high

quality RNA.

Alternative enzymes used during preliminary optimizations and experiments. Ligases:

T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated (New England Biolabs) and T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated K227Q

(New England Biolabs). Other RT enzymes: Superscript II Reverse Transcriptase

(ThermoFisher).

RNA inputs. A number of commercially available RNA templates were used for these

studies. FirstChoice Human Brain total RNA and Breast Adenocarcinoma (MCF-7) Total

RNA are available from Life Technologies (Catalog # AM7962 and # AM7846, respectively).

Universal Human Reference RNA (UHR) is composed of total RNA from 10 human cell lines

including adenocarcinoma (mammary gland), hepatoblastoma (liver), adenocarcinoma (cer-

vix), embryonal carcinoma (testis), glioblastoma (brain), melanoma, liposarcoma, histiocytic

lymphoma (macrophage and histocyte), lymphoblastic leukemia (T lymphoblast), and plasma-

cytoma/myeloma (B lymphocyte) (Agilent, catalog #740000). Human trachea total RNA is

available from Agilent Technologies (catalog #540145). T Helper Cell (CD4+) total RNA can

be purchased from Miltenyi Biotec (catalog #130-093-163). miRXplore Universal Reference

(Miltenyi Biotec #130-093-521) is a commercially available pool of 963 synthetic miRNA

(human, mouse, rat, virus) at equimolar quantities of 5 fmol/μL.

Analysis

Gel electrophoresis. Libraries (crude or purified) were visualized by 4% EX agarose E-gel

(Invitrogen Catalog G4010-04) run for 30 minutes and imaged with UV transilluminator.

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer analysis. Library prep samples after PCR (crude or purified)

were analyzed by 2100 (Agilent Technologies). Samples were diluted 1:10 with water and then

1 μL was loaded onto a High Sensitivity DNA chip for analysis. The 2100 Expert software was

used to quantitate library peaks. For smear analysis all peaks within regions 100–300 nt were

included in quantification.

Purification

Size selection targeting 100–200 nucleotides was performed on small RNA libraries using

Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter).1X AMPure XP magnetic beads (80 μL) was

added to 80 μL of final PCR product then mixed and incubated at room temperature for 10

minutes. Tubes were then placed on magnetic rack for 4 minutes to separate the beads. Super-

natant containing desired product was then transferred to a new clean tube and 1.8X original

PCR volume (144 μL) of beads were mixed and incubated with supernatant for 10 minutes at

room temperature. Again, tubes were placed on magnetic rack for 4 minutes to separate beads

and supernatant. This time, supernatant was discarded and beads were washed twice with

500 μL of 70% ethanol on magnetic rack. Beads were then air dried for 5 minutes on magnetic

rack before resuspended in 17 μL nuclease free water. Beads were incubated in water for 2
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minutes at room temperature before placed back on magnetic rack for elution. 15 μL of eluate

was collected as purified product.

Gel purification was performed on PCR samples run on 4% EX agarose E-Gels (Invitrogen

Catalog G4010-04) using Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research Catalog D4007).

Library multiplexing and pooling

In most cases, experiments were planned to contain 24 samples which would be barcoded,

pooled equally, and then loaded onto one lane of a flow cell. Libraries were prepared individu-

ally and barcoded with reverse primers during the PCR step which contained Illumina com-

patible indices #1–24. Individual library concentrations were determined by running a high

sensitivity Bioanalyzer chip followed by smear analysis. Since all samples were to occupy a sim-

ilar amount of space on the flow cell, we divided the final concentration of our pooled mixture,

10 nM for example, by 24 to determine that each samples final concentration should equal

0.416 nM. We then calculated the volume of each sample that would be required to meet this

number based on the individual concentration. Each of the 24 samples was pooled accordingly

to occupy equal space on a single lane of a flow cell.

Sequencing

All next-generation sequencing experiments were performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 with

single-end 100 nt reads. 24 samples were loaded onto one lane of a flow cell. All sequencing

was outsourced to a core facility (TSRI- Scripps Research Institute) or company (GENEWIZ).

Data analysis

Original FASTQ sequencing files are deposited in the NCBI Short Reads Archive (SRA) under

Bioproject number PRJNA350292, SRA study number SRP092414 (SRA accession numbers:

SRX2317287-7296; SRX23177298-7314; SRX23177316-7318; SRX23177321-7330;

SRX23177330-7346). Data analysis was performed using a number of different methods and in

some cases outsourced, as described below. See figure and table legends for analysis method

used. Initial NGS runs were outsourced to a core facility at TSRI, with data analysis and statis-

tics performed by their in-house bioinformatician. Subsequent data sets were analyzed using

Geneious version R8 from Biomatters [11, 12] or the UC Davis public Galaxy AMI toolshed.

Data analysis with the UC Davis Galaxy software [13] used the following tools and workflow:

FastQC (v0.11.2) [14], Clip (v 1.1.1) where the following adapter sequence was identified and

clipped: TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGand sequences shorter than 15 nt were discarded. Sickle

(7667f147e6) [15] was performed using single end reads with a quality threshold of 30 and

length threshold of 15. MiRDeep2 Mapper (version 2.0.0.5) [16, 17] was used to collapse reads.

MiRDeep2 Quantifier was used to map reads to miRBase mature human miRNA sequences

(release 21) [18–25] with one allowed mismatch. Reads were also mapped to piRBase version

1.0 Database 2014; doi: 10.1093/database/bau110 [26]. Comparisons were made between Gen-

eious software and Galaxy tools to make sure similar results were obtained throughout experi-

ments. In some cases, BaseSpace (Illumina) [27] was used to generate figures. Statistical

analyses were performed in Graphpad with one-way Anova (Tukeys multiple comparison test).

Results

Chemically modified adapters suppress adapter dimer

Adapter chemical modifications screened consisted of either sugar modifications at the n, n-1,

or n-2 nucleotide sugars or backbone modifications at the n, n-1, or n-2 inter-nucleotide
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phosphate linkages. Sugar modifications included 2’-fluoro (F), 2’-O-methyl (OMe), and 2’-

deoxy-2’-fluoro-beta-D-arabinonucleic acid (FANA). Backbone modifications included phos-

phorothioate (Ps) and methylphosphonate (MP) (S2 Fig). While there were only 5 modifica-

tions, there were three different positions near the ligation junction so each modification

would yield 2–3 adapters to test. In some cases, two modifications were used on the same

adapter. We designed matrices that combined one of the modified 3’ adapters with each of the

modified 5’ adapters and vice versa producing 256 combinations of modifications (S1 Table).

These combinations of modifications were interrogated with the following criteria in mind: 1)

ability to ligate to an unmodified RNA library; 2) inhibition of 5΄ and 3΄ adapter ligation to pre-
vent adapter dimer; and 3) ability of reverse transcriptase enzymes to read through modifica-
tions, when separated by an RNA insert, to form an unmodified cDNA for downstream PCR.

The effect of modifications on ligation was initially determined by assessing the yield of

ligation reactions using one modified adapter, one unmodified adapter, and T4 RNA Ligase 1.

These yields were compared to ligations which used an unmodified version of both the adapt-

ers. All modified 3΄ adapters produced a ligation product when ligated to an unmodified RNA
oligonucleotide (5΄Adapter) (S3A Fig). Most modifications did not reduce ligation yields when
compared to unmodified with the exception of the MP (n-1) modification (S3A Fig). There was
more variability in yields with modifications on the 5΄ adapter (S3B Fig). Most modified 5΄
adapters ligated efficiently to another unmodified oligonucleotide (3΄Adapter Luo) with the
exception of MP modifications and one of the OMemodifications, all of which had reduced
yields (S3B Fig). An MP at the first inter-nucleotide linkage on the 5´ adapter was the only mod-
ification that failed to produce a detectable product at the ligation step. Later, ligation efficiency
experimentswere repeatedwith a different 3΄ adapter (Unmodified 3΄ adapter) and a synthetic
Let7d RNA oligonucleotide for the library insert. Ligation yields varied slightly with new
sequences, however overall patterns remained consistent (data not shown).

Next, ligation reactions were performed with T4 RNA ligase 1 in the absence of target

library RNA with combinations of modified 5΄ adapters and modified 3΄ adapters to discern
which pairs had reduced ligation yields, a measure of prevention of adapter dimer formation. It
was determined early on that there was only one modified 3΄ adapter (MP at the n-1 position)
that worked to prevent ligation when paired with other modified 5΄ adapters (data not shown).
All other modificationswhen placed on the 3΄ adapter exhibited very little effect to suppress
ligation.We therefore focused on modified 3΄ adapterMP (n-1) moving forward. Several combi-
nations with various modifications on the 5΄ adapter reduced adapter dimer formation (FANA
(n-1), PS (n)) and a few seemed to completely inhibit it (2΄Ome (n), 2΄Ome (n-2), MP (n), MP
(n-1)) (Fig 2). From this, a smaller group of promisingmodified adapter combinations was
tested in sequential ligation steps to assess yield of tagged library and adapter dimer. In general,
results showed that modified adapters which suppressed adapter dimer produced lower yields
for tagged libraries than their unmodified versions (data not shown) and therefore key compo-
nents in the ligation workflowwere further optimized.

Several aspects of the library preparation workflow were evaluated to determine if they

would increase library ligation yield while maintaining specificity. Optimizations included

adapter concentration, incubation temperatures and times, ligation buffers, ATP concentra-

tion, polyethylene glycol (PEG) percentage, and ligase enzymes. There were several critical

components which improved the overall ligation yield significantly. We determined that the

most critical ingredient for increased ligation yields was PEG 8000. Optimal PEG concentra-

tion of 18.75% allowed for a significant increase in yield for the 3´ adapter ligation step (Fig

3A). A 4-fold excess of 5΄ adapter concentration over the 3΄ adapter also increased yields (data
not shown). Initiallywe compared several T4 RNA Ligase enzymes in the first ligation step: T4
RNA Ligase 1 and several truncated T4 RNA Ligase 2 derivatives. T4 RNA Ligase 1 is an ATP
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dependent single stranded RNA ligase which can ligate single stranded RNA or DNA oligonu-
cleotides [3]. While T4 RNA Ligase 1 is typically only used in the second ligation step, we
found that this enzyme could also be used in the first ligation step with an adenylated oligonu-
cleotide in the absence of ATP. The truncation derivatives of T4 RNA Ligase 2 allow for ATP
independent ligation on single stranded RNA or RNA/DNA hybrids. The truncation derivatives
tested include T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated (T42t); T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncatedK227Q; and T4
RNA Ligase 2, truncatedKQ [28]. Preliminary results indicated that K227Q offered no advan-
tage for ligation yield or specificity (data not shown) so this enzyme was excluded early on. In a
fully optimized workflow the ligation yields between three of the enzymes were comparable,
however the use of KQ resulted in a more specific ligation product, so this ligase was used in
subsequent experiments (Fig 3B). After all ligation components were optimized, the modified
adapters still produced slightly lower yields at the ligation step than the unmodified adapters,
however, due to the reduction in adapter dimer formation, downstream library yields after PCR
were increased.

Next, a full library prep workflow including the reverse transcription (RT) and PCR step

was performed with various promising modified adapter combinations (Fig 4). Results indi-

cated that reverse transcription was possible with most modifications when an insert RNA was

present between them (Fig 4) but specific yields of solely the RT step for all modifications were

Fig 2. Ligation screen for modified adapters that suppress adapter dimer formation. Example of modifications

screened on the 5´adapter for ligation suppression against the Luo 3΄ Adapter with MP (n-1). Unmodified adapters were

shown for comparison (U = unmodified). Adapter concentrations were 1 μM. Ligations performed with 10 U T4 RNA Ligase 1,

1 mM ATP, and 20% PEG, incubated for 2 hours at 37˚C. Candidate modifications which reduce dimer formation are

highlighted with blue box.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g002
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not assessed. Modified adapter combinations which provided the highest library yield with the

lowest amount of adapter dimer (MP (n-1) on the 3´ adapter paired with PS (n), MP (n-1), 2

´OMe (n), or 2´OMe (n-2) on the 5´ adpater) were further investigated for performance at

lower levels of RNA input. Not surprisingly, the MP (n) modification on the 5´ adapter

resulted in low library yield as we had previously observed undetectable ligation product when

tested with an unmodified oligonucleotide (S3B Fig). Preliminary studies with an RNA input

of 1000 ng of total brain RNA revealed almost complete suppression of adapter dimer for both

the OMe (n) and the OMe (n-2) modifications (Fig 5). However when using ten-fold lower

total RNA input (100ng), adapter dimer was no longer suppressed by the OMe (n-2) modifica-

tion while the OMe (n) modification continued to show suppression (Fig 5).

Fig 3. Optimization of the 3´ adapter ligation step. Synthetic Let-7d-5p (NNN) miRNA was ligated to the 3´ adapter using the same ligation

conditions as the CleanTag library prep workflow step 1. A) Yield increase with addition of PEG 8000 using T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated KQ and

modified 3´ adapter (MP (n-1)). B) Specificity comparison between ligases used in 3´ ligation step: 1) T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated; 2) T4 RNA Ligase 2,

truncated KQ; 3) T4 RNA Ligase 1; 4) No Ligase. Both unmodified and modified (MP (n-1)) 3´ adapters were tested. Side products indicated with red

arrows.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g003

Fig 4. Screen for the best combination of modified adapter pairs for suppression of adapter dimer. Top combinations of modified

adapters were tested in a full CleanTag library prep workflow from ligation to RT-PCR for dimer suppression. 0.7 ng Let-7d-3p (NNN)

synthetic miRNA input. Samples run on a 4% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Best combinations are shown in red boxes.

U = unmodified.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g004
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Next, three top combinations of modified adapters were used in a full library preparation

workflow on a synthetic miRNA pool (Miltenyi) and then sequenced in an NGS run to dissect

out any minimal differences between the modifications (Fig 6). The PS modification (combi-

nation 3) displayed increased library yield by gel, while producing just a slight amount of

adapter dimer (Fig 6A). However the data from the NGS run had significantly more adapter

dimer reads than the other modified adapters but a statistically comparable amount of filtered

(mappable) reads (Fig 6B and 6C). Ultimately this modification did not offer any downstream

advantage by having more library yield to begin with. This further proves that even small levels

of adapter dimer present in the reaction can be exacerbated when clustering on the flow cell.

The other two combinations of adapters preformed comparably but further experimentation

revealed more consistent results for combination 1: MP at the n-1 position on the 3΄ adapter
and an OMemodification on the n position of the 5΄ adapter (Fig 6). This combination of modi-
fied adapters is now referred to as CleanTag. The final CleanTag adapters with modifications are
the Illumina compatible CleanTag 3΄ adapter [5΄-(rApp)T(MP)GGAAT TCT CGGGTGCCA
AGG (ddC)- 3΄] and the Illumina compatible CleanTag 5΄ adapter [5΄- GUU CAG AGUUCU
ACAGUC CGA CGA UC(OMe)-3΄].

Finally, we investigated whether these modifications, when in close proximity without an

RNA insert (adapter dimer), would inhibit the cDNA synthesis step. This in turn would fur-

ther help to suppress any residual adapter dimer if formed at the ligation step. The ability to

reverse transcribe through a single MP and a single OMe modification was evident since a

product was formed from a tagged library but there was no specific investigation into whether

these modifications slowed down cDNA synthesis. To test the effect of the modifications on

reverse transcription for the CleanTag modifications, we used a FAM labeled RT primer to

Fig 5. Investigation of modified adapter combinations at lower RNA inputs. Brain total RNA at 1000 or

100 ng input was tested with candidate modified adapters in a full library preparation workflow. The modified 3

´ adapter was MP (n-1) and the modified 5´ adapter was either 2´ OMe (n) or 2´ OMe (n-2). Agarose gel

analysis of the product from 12 cycles of PCR. No adapter dilutions were made.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g005
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track cDNA synthesis yield on various adapter dimer versions: A) unmodified; B) 3΄ adapter
modified only; C) 5΄ adapter modified only; and D) both 3΄ and 5΄modified adapters. At very
high concentrations and with nothing else in the reaction to compete with, we were able to force
ligation of the modified adapters to one another and conduct the downstreamRT reaction. Read-
ing through two modifications in close proximity to each other proved challenging for the
reverse transcriptase enzyme as cDNA synthesis was decreased by 70% (S4 Fig). This gave a
clear indication that any residual ligated adapter dimer would further be suppressed during the
RTstep when using modified adapters.

We then introduced our top modifications onto another set of adapter sequences but inter-

estingly, we determined that adapter dimer suppression was not as dramatic as when using the

CleanTag adapter sequences (S5 Fig). No further investigation was done to determine why the

modifications only worked within specific adapter sequences.

Effect of modifications on the tagged library population

In order to determine if the chemical modifications introduced any significant changes in

miRNA detection, we compared sequencing results between unmodified and modified adapt-

ers within our optimized workflow. We found that a similar population of miRNA was tagged

by unmodified adapters compared to those tagged by the modified adapters (Fig 7A). Though

there are slight differences between the two libraries, this provided evidence that within our

workflow the modifications themselves were not significantly skewing the tagged miRNA pop-

ulation. Furthermore, a comparison across multiple commercial kits showed that each kit tags

Fig 6. Next-generation sequencing run comparing top modified adapter combinations. Libraries prepared with unmodified or modified (MP(n-

1)) 3´ adapter and unmodified or various modified 5´ adapter (1 = OMe(n), 2 = MP (n-1), or 3 = Ps(n)) using a pool of 963 synthetic miRNA (Miltenyi)

following CleanTag library preparation protocol. Data analysis performed by TSRI. A) Agarose gel analysis of crude library PCR products.

Sequencing Data: B) Average number of adapter dimer reads, C) Average number of filtered reads.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g006
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specific miRNA that the other kits do not, however, the majority (728 miRNA) of the tagged

miRNA population were similar amongst all three kits (Fig 7B).

Lower inputs

With strong suppression of adapter dimer using CleanTag modifications in the library prepa-

ration workflow, sequencing from much lower RNA inputs is now possible. Samples using a

range of human total brain RNA inputs were sequenced to determine the limit of detection

using the modified adapters. Adapters were diluted to optimized concentrations for each

amount of total RNA input and PCR cycles were increased accordingly (Materials and Meth-

ods, Sample Preparation Section). Samples prepared with modified adapters were compared to

the TruSeq small RNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina). The TruSeq kit recommends a min-

imum of 1000 ng RNA input in combination with a gel purification step after library prepara-

tion; however, we also tested this kit at lower RNA inputs. When analyzing these two

workflows at 100 ng total RNA input using a gel purification step, mapped reads and adapter

dimer reads were statistically comparable (Fig 8A). However, at 10 ng total RNA input, the

samples prepared with CleanTag adapters yielded significantly more mapped reads and signifi-

cantly less adapter dimer than the TruSeq kit (Fig 8B). Even with a tedious gel purification

step, the TruSeq samples lost 48% of their reads to adapter dimer at 10 ng compared to less

than 1% when using modified adapters. With 1 nanogram total RNA input using CleanTag

adapters, we found less than 1% of reads lost to adapter dimer while sustaining similar levels of

mappable reads compared to the higher inputs (S2 Table). This demonstrates that lower RNA

inputs can now achieve quality sequencing results without losing copious reads to adapter

dimer. Furthermore, we have tested a number of total RNAs extracted from various cell lines

Fig 7. Effect of adapter modifications on tagged library population. Libraries were prepped with 1000 ng human brain total RNA and the

CleanTag library prep protocol or recommended manufacturers conditions for Illumina and NEB kits. Data analysis performed by TSRI. A)

Correlation plot of unmodified adapters and modified CleanTag adapters within the CleanTag library prep. Tagged miRNA are plotted after Log2

transformation. B) Venn diagram of CleanTag kit, Illumina TruSeq kit, and NEBNext kit depicting number of brain miRNA identified in all 3

replicates for each workflow.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g007
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Fig 8. NGS data comparison between CleanTag and TruSeq Small RNA Library Preparation Kit. Libraries

prepared with TruSeq Small RNA Library Preparation Kit or CleanTag workflow with total human brain RNA input

and gel purification. Samples sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 SR, 1x 100bp. Human total brain RNA at A) 100 ng, or

B) 10 ng input. Data analysis performed using Geneious. Statistical analysis performed with GraphPad-One way

ANOVA Turkeys multiple comparison test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g008
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that vary in the amount of miRNA they contain to ensure the protocol is robust for many sam-

ple types and samples with low abundance of miRNA (Fig 9).

Gel-free clean up for automated library prep

In addition to allowing for lower RNA inputs, removal of the adapter dimer also eliminates the

need for the gel purification step. This in turn facilitates automation of the small RNA library

prep process. A two-step AMPure XP bead-based purification protocol was optimized to size

select product between 100–200 nucleotides. Library preparation with the CleanTag workflow

results in limited adapter dimer but also a decrease in side products. This leads to a cleaner

bead purified sample downstream, especially when compared to TruSeq Small RNA Library

Prep Kit (Fig 10). While bead-based purification does not completely isolate the library of

interest, CleanTag produces a trace where the miRNA library is the major peak or product

while everything else remains at background level. Despite the fact that other products are also

loaded onto the flow cell, NGS data revealed no loss in total number of miRNA reads from

bead purified libraries when compared to a gel purified sample at 100-fold higher input (Fig

11). The number of miRNA identified was also comparable between purification methods (S2

Table). In addition, we did a thorough investigation into individual peaks which appear on a

Bioanalyzer trace after bead-based purification to determine their origin (S1 File). The ability

for automation with bead-based protocols enables higher throughput sequencing for faster

data acquisition in both research and diagnostic settings.

Single cell inputs

We further pushed the limit of detection for small RNA library prep using modified adapters

down to 100 and 10 pg of human brain total RNA (Fig 12A and 12B). A single cell has approxi-

mately 10 pg total RNA. Adapter dilutions and PCR cycles were adjusted accordingly for each

input amount. While a small amount of adapter dimer is now evident at these ultra low input

Fig 9. Agarose gel analysis of PCR purified libraries with various total RNA inputs at 10ng. Libraries prepared with CleanTag

workflow. UHR is Universal Human Reference RNA.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g009
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levels there is still an adequate amount of library to sequence when previously these amounts

of RNA inputs gave no detectable library. In order to extract the best quality sequencing results

from these ultra low inputs, all replicates of the 100 and 10 pg samples (three samples each)

were pooled and gel purified to reduce any low levels of adapter dimer product (Fig 12C).

Fig 10. Comparison of crude and bead purified libraries using CleanTag or TruSeq small RNA library prep kit. Bioanalyzer traces of

libraries prepared using 1000 ng human total brain RNA input. Crude or AMPure XP purified PCR products with A) TruSeq small RNA library

preparation kit, or B) CleanTag small RNA library preparation kit.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g010
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Higher input samples (1000 and 1 ng) were prepared using a bead-based purification for com-

parison to ultra low inputs at 100 and 10 pg which were prepared using gel purification. Each

input group consisted of three replicates and libraries were pooled to generate similar amounts

of reads across samples. The total number of reads and downstream filtered reads (3΄ adapter
trimmed and quality filtered)were comparable across all sample inputs (Fig 13A). The reads
lost to adapter dimer were less than 3% even at 10 pg input. Filtered reads were mapped to miR-
base mature miRNA database and piRNA database using Galaxy to generate individual read
counts per sample. All filtered reads that were not mapped to miRbase or piRNA database were
considered “other small RNA” (Fig 13B). The percentage of small RNA types (miRNA,
piRNA, other) were later confirmed by analysis with BaseSpace (Illumina)which further cate-
gorized the other small RNAs (Fig 14). At 1000 and 1 ng of RNA input, 46% and 40% of the
reads respectivelywere attributed to miRNA, a trend we observed initially where mapping qual-
ity was fairly consistent amongst inputs. At the 100 and 10 pg levels, mapped miRNA reads fall
to 13% and 7%, respectively (S3 Table). A closer analysis of the tagged miRNAs in each sample
revealed that lower input samples maintain reads of highly expressedmiRNA in brain (S4
Table). Read counts for top 40 expressedmiRNA contain previously validatedmiRNA enriched

Fig 11. Comparison of NGS data between gel purified and bead purified samples within a CleanTag workflow. Libraries prepared

with CleanTag small RNA library prep kit and human brain total RNA input. PCR samples were purified by gel extraction or 2-step AMPure

XP bead-based protocol. Data analysis was performed with Geneious.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g011
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in brain including miR-9, miR-128, and Let 7 family members, [29–32] while lower abundance
miRNA tend to drop out at lower inputs of 100 and 10 pg. Another trend that was observed with
ultra low inputs is that 50% of the reads were now dominated by “other” small RNA of which
the majority consisted of tRNA. It is unclear why these species begin to dominate the workflow
as the RNA input drops and further investigation is ongoing.

Fig 12. Single cell quantities of small RNA can be tagged for next-generation sequencing. Example (one of three replicates) bioanalyzer traces of

crude PCR product libraries prepped using the CleanTag library prep workflow with human brain total RNA at A) 100 pg for 24 PCR cycles, or B) 10 pg inputs

for 27 PCR cycles. C) Gel purified pool of ultra-low input (3 replicates of 100 pg and 3 replicates of 10 pg) samples.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g012
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Discussion

Chemically modified adapters suppress adapter dimer

Herein we have demonstrated the use of oligonucleotide modifications to specifically inhibit

the ligation of the 5΄ adapter to the 3΄ adapter thereby significantly reducing adapter dimer for-
mation and improving the specificity of small RNA library preparationworkflows. The specific
interaction of a 2΄OMethyl (OMe) and a methyl phosphonate (MP) modification on the adapters
proved to be one of few combinations which inhibited ligation and furthermore repressed RT
read through and downstream amplification.While certain other modifications initially appeared
to suppress ligation, after RT-PCR, the adapter dimer ligation product could be detected and was
an indication that not all modifications that suppressed ligation had the added benefit of prevent-
ing RT read through. We therefore chose to optimize the workflow around the top combination

Fig 13. Next-generation sequencing data with single cell quantities of small RNA. NGS data analysis of samples prepared with human brain total

RNA inputs at 1000ng, 1ng, 100pg, and 10pg. 1000ng and 1ng samples were bead-purified and 100pg and 10pg samples were pooled and gel

purified. Data analysis was performed using Galaxy. A) Raw read counts of total reads, filtered reads (after 3´adapter trimming and quality filtering),

and adapter dimer reads. B) Normalized mapped read counts for small RNA types: miRNA, piRNA, other small RNA.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g013
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of modified adapters that suppressed adapter dimer to the greatest extent after both the ligation
and reverse transcription-PCRsteps. Although initial ligation yields using modified adapters
were slightly lower than unmodified adapters, upon workflow optimization the benefit of
reduced adapter dimer seemed to help promote RTand PCR amplification of the tagged library
and diminish any lower yield effects brought on by the modifications during ligation.

Interestingly, the adapter dimer suppression effect seen with our top modifications seems

to depend largely on the sequence of the adapters. These modifications were later tested on

several other sets of adapter sequences (data from one example shown) but the same level of

adapter dimer suppression was not achieved (S5 Fig). Simply changing the primary sequence

of either of the adapters results in higher yields of adapter dimer formation which indicates

there may be an underlying sequence effect. While the reason for this remains unclear, we

speculate secondary structure and folding within the ligase active domain may be part of the

cause. The modifications on the adapters are not the sole reason for significant reduction of

dimer. The workflow for using the modified adapters was optimized to improve yield and

Fig 14. Distribution of tagged small RNA in ultra low input libraries. Small RNA libraries were prepared with modified adapters using

various amounts of human brain total RNA input, sequenced on a HiSeq2500, and analyzed using BaseSpace sRNA App. The abundant

categories and small RNA categories were further subcategorized.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167009.g014
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specificity of small RNA library formation. Initially library yields were lower in comparison to

unmodified adapters. Extensive testing of individual components, reagents, and incubation

times were investigated thoroughly. PEG concentration was determined to be one of the criti-

cal components that when optimized had a significant effect on library yield. Recovery of liga-

tion yield through increased PEG levels has been previously observed [3, 28]. PEG is thought

to act as a molecular crowding reagent that increases the local concentrations of adapter and

library. Furthermore, the modified adapters cannot be easily substituted into other workflows

or commercially available kits. It is therefore a combination of the modified adapters and opti-

mized conditions which act to prevent adapter dimer formation.

Modifications do not alter tagged library population

It is known that RNA ligases have specific preferences for their substrates, thus introducing a

level of bias into the small RNA library preparation workflow [3]. It is clear that many current

library preparation protocols may not cover all small RNA species due to inherent secondary

structures of miRNA [33, 34]. We investigated whether the chemically modified adapters

would significantly alter miRNA signatures when compared to unmodified adapters in the

same workflow. Given that the modifications did not tag a different population of miRNA

compared to unmodified adapters further investigation was not done.

Lower inputs

A limitation of current small RNA library preparation is high input requirements. Low RNA

inputs often result in high adapter dimer yield as this product is preferentially formed and

amplified. This makes investigation of small RNAs from precious biological samples difficult

as they often give low RNA yield. We have demonstrated that small RNA sequencing from as

low as 1 ng total RNA input is made possible due to suppressed adapter dimer. We were unable

to produce sufficient library at such low inputs using commercially available kits, as adapter

dimer was the dominant product, which emphasizes the importance of dimer suppression,

even when gel purification is used. At 1 ng total RNA input we obtained quality sequencing

data without significant loss of miRNA reads. At these input levels more limiting biological

samples can be easily interrogated. Lower RNA inputs will expand the small RNA-Seq field in

several ways. Small RNA from biofluids (plasma, serum, urine, saliva), FACS cells, exosomes,

Clip-Seq, and FFPE samples can more easily be analyzed by next-generation sequencing with

higher quality sequencing data. Examples of sRNA library preparation with CleanTag and

these challenging sample types are presented elsewhere [35].

We found that moving to lower RNA input levels also required the dilution of the adapter

input in order to maintain a reduction in adapter dimer formation. Very low amounts of

adapter were needed to form tagged libraries at low RNA inputs. With the reduction in RNA

input, an increase in number of PCR cycles was needed to generate enough copies of tagged

library for downstream sequencing.

Gel-free clean up for automated library preparation

Automated high throughput sample preparation that is common for DNA-Seq or RNA-Seq

has not yet been implemented for small RNA sequencing. This is largely due to the post library

preparation gel clean up needed to eliminate adapter dimer. With the suppression of adapter

dimer formation an automatable bead-based purification method can replace manual gel

extractions. In general our workflow using modified adapters results in cleaner small RNA

libraries with less side products as compared to other commercial kits. Therefore bead purifi-

cation of CleanTag libraries is a sufficient clean up method for sequencing at most routine
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RNA inputs. While bead purified samples contain a variety of tagged species which can also be

sequenced, we showed that this did not significantly detract from the number of mappable

miRNA reads in the sample. Sequencing data generated from bead purified samples produced

comparable number of miRNA reads to that of gel purified samples despite the presence of

additional tagged species. With the elimination of adapter dimer there is more functional

space on the flow cell for sequencing other important small RNA targets in addition to

miRNA. miRNA are often still the dominant and shortest product in the reaction so these will

preferentially amplify over any other larger molecular weight species, thus maintaining num-

ber of mappable reads for this important small RNA category.

While maintaining miRNA information, bead-based methods also offers the ability to ana-

lyze all types of sRNA tagged in a library ranging in size from 100 to 200 nt, not just a specific

type or length of sRNA such as miRNA that has been size selected from a gel. Different cell

types or bodily fluids may contain different RNA signatures and be enriched in other types of

sRNA other than miRNA. Valuable information including new small RNA biomarkers can be

extracted from these sample types and a more in depth analysis can be done when data from

other small RNA would have been previously excluded by gel excising the 140 nt targets exclu-

sively. As further information is gained and various new types of sRNA are discovered, small

RNA-Seq is becoming increasingly important. Now, more information can be gained from

sequencing bead-purified samples and analyzing all small RNA species that are present in a

given sample.

It is now possible for liquid handling robots to be programmed for automated small RNA

library preparation and purification to prepare samples for direct loading onto the sequencer.

This will significantly decrease hands on time, human error, and increase throughput. Clean-

Tag improves small RNA sequencing by 1) enabling sequencing of samples containing as little

as 1 ng total RNA; 2) allowing for automation by the use of a bead-based purification; and 3)

increasing throughput potential with an automated workflow.

Single cell quantity inputs

Samples with ultra low levels of RNA including single cell quantities (10 pg) of material can

now be easily analyzed by NGS. Preliminary results reveal adequate amounts of library gener-

ated from these low inputs, a sufficient amount of quality reads generated after filtering, but an

overall loss in low expressed miRNA species and an overabundance of tRNA reads. The bio-

logical relevance of this observation remains to be examined. The importance of tRNA frag-

ments as other small RNA biomarkers is increasing, especially in breast cancer research [2, 36,

37]. It has yet to be demonstrated whether this approach could currently be useful to specifi-

cally interrogate biomarkers which are overexpressed in certain diseases or cancers at these

ultra low input levels. Further investigation remains to be done to improve the process and

increase number of miRNA reads at single cell levels.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that rendering adapter dimer formation negligible overcomes many of

the current challenges for sRNA library preparation. There are multiple benefits from adapter

dimer suppression including the feasibility of using ultra-low total RNA inputs, potential to

automate the entire workflow, and elimination of a gel-extraction clean up step. These

improvements significantly enhance sRNA library preparation workflow and the ability to

sequence ultra low inputs now opens up sRNA-Seq to more sample types regardless of limiting

material. This includes single cell samples, FACS sorted cells, FFPE, Clip-Seq, biological fluids,

etc. This modified adapter technology may also be applied to other library preparation
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techniques such as long RNA-Seq, and cell free ssDNA-Seq in the near future, as our investiga-

tions of these applications is ongoing.

Supporting Information

S1 Fig. Examples of current input limitations with small RNA library preparation. A) 4%

agarose gel analysis of bead purified PCR products. Libraries were prepared with unmodified

adapters and 0.7 to 70 ng of a synthetic miRNA (Let 7d-3p (NNN)). B) NGS data showing

average number of mapped reads and average number of adapter dimer reads. Libraries were

prepared with the recommended conditions of the TruSeq Small RNA Library Prep Kit using

unmodified adapters and brain total RNA at inputs of 10, 100, and 1000 ng. Data analysis was

performed using Geneious.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Adapter chemical modifications. Representative chemical modifications screened on

adapter oligonucleotides for sRNA-Seq library preparation. Nomenclature for the positions

modified is shown.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Ligation efficiency for modifications on 5´ and 3´ adapters. Example of screened

modifications on A) 3´ adapter Luo or B) the 5´ adapter for ligation efficiency. Red

box indicates a modification in which ligation to the substrate was undetectable. Reactions

were incubated with 10 U T4 RNA Ligase 1 for 1 hour at 37˚C.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Effect of modification proximity on reverse transcription yield. Reverse transcrip-

tion was performed on different modified adapter dimer substrates using a FAM-labeled RT

primer. Ligation product from unmodified adapters served as the control for normalization

(column A). Read through from a single modification on either the 3´ adapter (B) or 5´

adapter (C) was compared to a double modified substrate (D), both 5´ and 3´ adapters modi-

fied. RT products were run on a gel, imaged, and quantified for relative cDNA synthesis yield

determination.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. Library preparation comparison using top modifications on two different sets of

adapter sequences. A) Library preparation using 7 ng synthetic miRNA (Let 7d-3p (NNN))

input. U = both adapters were unmodified; M = both adapter were modified with top modifi-

cations. The CleanTag adapter set was compared to an alternate adapter set with a different

sequence for the 3´ adapter. The same modifications were used for the alternate set. B) The

alternate adapters were also tested with 1000 ng brain total RNA input. The CleanTag library

preparation workflow was used to prepare libraries.

(TIF)

S1 File. Analysis of BioAnalyzer peaks generated from sRNA library preparation.

(PDF)

S1 Table. List of all 256 combinations of modifications screened for adapter dimer sup-

pression.

(XLSX)

S2 Table. NGS table of sequencing results for low input. Comparison of data between differ-

ent small RNA library preparations using human brain total RNA input between 1–100 ng.

Libraries sequenced on HiSeq 2500 SR, 1x 100bp. Data analysis was performed using
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Geneious. Samples run in triplicate.

(TIF)

S3 Table. NGS table summary of sequencing results for ultra-low input. Libraries prepared

with human brain total RNA at various input amounts using CleanTag library preparation kit.

All samples performed in triplicate. Inputs at 1000 and 1 ng were bead purified. Inputs at 100

and 10 pg were pooled and gel purified. Libraries sequenced on HiSeq 2500 SR, 1x 100bp and

data analysis was performed with Galaxy.

(TIF)

S4 Table. miRNA counts table for ultra-low input samples. Breakdown of data from S3

Table shows the average total number of miRNA detected at each input and the average raw

read counts for the top 40 expressed miRNA at each input. Data analysis was performed with

Galaxy.

(TIF)
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